Dogs Are Hard To Take Care Of
I think dogs are hard to take care of.One reason why is because
you have to take them for walks which is kinda hard because you
may not like walking/exercising.And a second reason why is they
don’t have their own litter box, so you will have to take the dog
outside and the dog does his business also if your lazy this will be
tough for you.A third reason why is you know how dogs grow
really fast, then cats so like for example if you had a puppy and
then like 5 years later your dog grew and so you had to buy a new
bed for the dog and maybe some new big toys and a bigger bowl,
and ect… and you might also need to buy a bigger house so the
dog can have more space which costs a lot of money or your other”
choice” is if you don’t want to buy another house you can put the
dog in adoption.And a fourth reason why is when you take your
dog for a bath it takes really long unless you have a puppy, and
sometimes it's frustrating because you might be tired or
something also it’s like wasting water for a dog.When i was three i
went to bolivia and i had a dog and i loved her so much but the
thing that made me really tired or frustrating is it was like too
much work for me and for my grandma and of course my dad, but
we just never gave up and mostly my grandma because she is the
one who is keeping him but it’s still my dog. And that's why i think
dogs are hard to take care of i hope you agree with me.

